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Abstract
Increasing attention has been paid to promoting certain healthy habits through social interaction in online communities. At the intersection of social media and activity tracking applications, these platforms capture information on physical activities as well as peer-to-peer interactions. Importantly, they also offer researchers a novel opportunity to understand health behaviors by utilizing the large-scale behavioral trace data they archive. In this study we explore the characteristics and dynamics of social exercise (i.e. fitness activities with at least one peer physically co-present) using data collected from an online fitness community popular with cyclists and runners. In particular, we ask if factors such as temporal seasonality, activity performance and social feedback vary by the number of people participating in an activity; we do so by comparing associations for both men and women. Our results indicate that when peers are physically co-present for fitness activities (i.e. group workouts), exercise tends to be more intense and receive more feedback from other users, across both genders. Findings also suggest gender differences in the observed tendency to complete activities with others. These results have important implications for health and wellness interventions.
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1 Introduction

Exercising is known to be associated with numerous physical and mental benefits such as controlling weight (?, ?), decreasing the risks of cardiovascular diseases and reducing stress (?, ?). Although aware that exercising is good for health, not everyone engages in physical activity on a regular basis. The Center for Disease Control in the United States estimates that only 20% of adults meet exercise guidelines (?, ?). Indeed, the World Health Organization continues to combat the global obesity epidemic (?, ?). Health, and more specifically physical activity, is a complex issue and as such has been studied in many fields. Beyond the medical community, issues of health are studied in the social sciences, where research has examined how social, racial, emotional, and socioeconomic factors influence health promotion and likewise health disparities (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?).

A number of studies demonstrate that peer influence and social support have positive health-related effects, such as helping people lose weight and participate in more physical activities (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?). Prior research also points out that exercising with others can improve psychological functioning (?, ?). However, many of these early studies of peer effects are based on surveys or experiments involving a small number of participants. Recently, social media and online fitness communities are gaining scholarly attention as a new research environment in which to study health behaviors (?, ?).

Social media have been used to explore health communication and promotion (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?) and physical activity (?, ?, ?). Studies have even used randomized experiments to establish causal peer influence effects (?, ?). Online fitness communities offer even more promising directions for work in this area (?, ?). These new platforms are specifically designed to provide participants with a group of peers and social support in reaching their fitness or health goals. Moreover, users are able to use wearable devices to track personal

¹http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/exercise.htm
activities, including exact Global Positioning System (GPS) traces of routes, and upload them to their online profiles within the community.

For researchers, an important feature of online platforms is their ability to archive a large volume of behavioral trace data, including fitness statistics, user profile data, and potentially users' social networks, as part of their normal operation. This enables users to explore and compare their own activity efforts to others in their “fitness circles”, but it also presents novel opportunities to analyze health behaviors. Researchers now have the opportunity to observe not what people say they do, but what they actually do.\(^2\)

In this study, we employ behavioral trace data from one such fitness community to study social exercise. In particular, this work analyzes how factors including gender, temporal seasonality, activity performance and social feedback may vary by number of people participating in exercise. Our work aims to answer the following research questions: (1) When do individuals choose to exercise alone and in groups, and are these dynamics gender dependent? (2) How do peoples’ fitness behaviors differ, in terms of performance and social feedback, when exercising alone compared to activities with others physically co-present? In answering these questions, this study has implications for health promotion and social network-based health interventions.

2 Related Work

2.1 Social Support and Physical Activity

Previous work suggests that factors such as pleasant surroundings, an enthusiastic exercise leader, and sympathetic co-exercisers during leisure-time activities are all likely to relieve negative emotions associated with exercise (\(^?, \ ?, \ ?, \ ?\)). A laboratory-based study found that exercising with others helped to reduce stress and produce overall positive effects on energy, calmness and tiredness, compared with a control group exercising alone (\(^?, \ ?\)). However, this experiment was conducted in a laboratory setting and participants (recruited from a college student population) were fairly homogeneous in terms of age and fitness levels, making its applicability in real-world settings a open question. Despite limitations of prior studies, it is well-established that social support and physical activity are linked (\(^?, \ ?, \ ?, \ ?\)).

More recently, the relationship between social support and physical activity has been studied using mobile fitness applications (\(^?, \ ?\)). Some new platforms explicitly include the element of social support, allowing users to exercise in a virtual group environment so as to motivate them to perform physical activities (\(^?, \ ?, \ ?, \ ?\)). For example, (\(^?, \ ?\)) designed a mobile application with gamification settings of competition (i.e. two users compete to gain more virtual rewards by exercising), cooperation (i.e. two users contribute equally to win virtual rewards) and hybrid (i.e. weighting the cooperation and competition settings). Even though users are not required to exercise side by side in the physical environment, all three conditions of virtual group activities were found to increase users’ activity frequency and intensity.

2.2 Online Fitness Communities

The past few years have seen in explosion of new online fitness communities (e.g. RunKeeper, MapMyRun, Strava, etc.) where users’ natural, everyday activity can be tracked and explored with a rapidly expanding collection of tools and technologies (\(^?, \ ?\)). These fitness communities sit at the intersection of social media and activity tracking applications; users can not only track/log their activities, but also interact with a group of peers and posted activities. One example of such a platform is Strava. Promotional content on the site's home page\(^3\) says: “The social network for athletes. Connect with friends and make the most of every run and ride.” The proliferation of similar platforms, coupled with recent research indicating that just over 20% of adults use some form of technology to track their health data (\(^?, \ ?\)), signals new opportunities for understanding the social dimensions of health-oriented behaviors. In particular, behavioral traces of human behavior and interaction collected from these online sources offer novel data and strategies for understanding social dynamics and peer influence.

\(^2\)This is not to say behavior trace data from online fitness communities is not without limitations (as we discuss at the end of this paper).

\(^3\)Strava homepage is at https://www.strava.com/
Online fitness communities have attracted researchers from many disciplines. Some scholars are interested in the technical potential of sensors and human-computer interaction aspects of these technologies (? , ?), others have focused on play, incentives, and user engagement (? , ?). A growing body of work concerns social media as a potential tool in medicine (? , ?). All of these approaches promise insight into the social aspects of health, however, limited work has specifically explored the effects of peer co-presence, leaving a gap in our current understanding of the social dynamics in these settings.

3 Data

Data were collected for the online fitness community Strava. Strava continues to grow in popularity among cyclists and runners in recent years. Strava provides two main competitive, gamifying features to motivate users to reach their fitness goals. The one is the ability to compare users’ activity efforts against their history efforts or compete with other athletes. Another important feature is to accomplish challenges and earn achievement badges. As such, millions of people upload their rides and runs to Strava every week via their smartphones or GPS devices.

Strava was also chosen as the research environment because it has a number of desirable characteristics: (1) it attracts an increasing number of users around the world who upload millions of activities to the platform every week; (2) the Strava Application Programming Interface (API) provides access to public Strava behavioral trace data; and (3) data include activity characteristics, user characteristics and user social network characteristics, providing rich data for research that seeks to understand health behaviors.

To retrieve data about an activity posted to a user’s profile on Strava, a valid activityID is required. We randomly generate a list of activityIDs from a previously-built (and ideally exhaustive) ID space. We then query each activityID so as to check if this ID exists. If that activityID does not exist on the platform, we discard this one. If it exists, we retrieve the data associated with that activityID (i.e. information and metadata about a particular activity). As each activity is associated with a particular user, this data includes a summary representation of the posting athlete which allows us to query for a detailed representation of that user. Study procedures were reviewed by the Institutional Review Board at the authors’ university.

As stated previously that Strava API provides access to its rich metadata, our data include but not limit to the following main components: (1) activity characteristics such as activity type (e.g. cycling, running, swimming, etc.), activity location, activity names, activity-related stats (e.g. distance, moving time, elevation, etc.); (2) user characteristics such as user demographics, user location, physiological measurements (e.g. height, weight, etc.), equipment; (3) social interaction characteristics such as following and followed relationship, comments, kudos (or ’likes’).

We collected 888,093 sampled activities posted during 2011-2016 from 514,362 unique users. 81.33% of users report their gender as male. 14.64% of users report their gender as female and 4.03% of users’ self-reported gender are unknown. 93.98% of data represent rides (cycling) and runs, but data also represents workout types such as swimming, walking, hiking, skiing, etc. It is important to note that this data does not represent a random sample of platform users, but is instead more likely to capture the behaviors of highly active users. While this limits the generalizability of any user-specific findings, it also means our analysis is conducted on regular users who are more likely to fully utilize platform features. This is important for this case, because many of our research questions focus on group activities - fitness events where users specify in the application that they are physically co-present with others. Moreover, we do obtain a random sample of activities, and much of the following analysis uses the activity itself as the unit of analysis.

4 Methods

To explore the characteristics and dynamics of solo and group exercise, we begin by classifying observed data based on the number of peers co-present for the activity. Each activity record has an attribute that represents the number of athletes/users taking part in that activity. We identify activities involving only one athlete as solo activities and activities having more than one athletes as group activities. Our data have 696,856 (78.47%) solo activities and 191,237 (21.53%) group activities. In the analysis that follows, we evaluate the

4Strava V3 API Documentation is at https://strava.github.io/api/
characteristics and dynamics of each type of activity, comparing solo exercise against group exercise. We do so for men and women separately, in order to tease apart any gender differences in these results. Comparing between genders is also important because the Strava platform is heavily male dominated and prior work has noted that individuals within this environment may have different experiences and social networks (? , ?).

When exploring the temporal dynamics of exercise, we consider: (1) the day of the week (i.e. Monday to Sunday) and (2) the hour of the day (i.e. 0:00 to 23:00) during which activities are observed. Each activity has a local timestamp indicating the start time of the event. An analysis of temporal features could help understand the seasonal patterns of solo and group activities. We hypothesize that people prefer to do more solo activities on weekdays because it is possibly harder to coordinate time among multiple people for group activities during these days. Hence, we also hypothesize that group activities take place more frequently on weekends. We also want to find out the “busy” time periods for solo activities and group activities.

Next, we want to understand how performance, that is physical exertion, is related to peer co-presence. Prior work on peer influence and social support suggests that peer co-presence motivates individuals to engage in physical activity more regularly and more often, but it might also motivate them to work harder, exerting themselves more throughout their physical activity. Measuring performance is challenging and likely involves a multifaceted approach. Strava also applies a diversity of measurements for physical activities. Therefore we consider five distinct measures to operationalize activity performance. These include:

a. Distance: total distance of an activity (available on all data)

b. Elevation: total elevation gain of an activity (available on all data)

c. Duration: total moving time of an activity (available on all data)

d. Activity effort: average watts (available on cycling activities - around 60% data) and average speed (available on all data)\(^5\)

e. Physical challenge level: Strava provides its users with a computed “suffer score” which it calculates based on estimated heart rate intensity (available on premium users’ activities - around 10.5% of data)\(^6\)

Finally, our work aims to compare social feedback for activities that are complete solo versus in groups. Strava users can post comments and kudos (i.e. “likes” or +1s) on an activity. Related work suggests that these social interaction functions have motivating effects on physical activities (?, ?). Hence, we are interested in analyzing whether workouts as a group receive more comments and/or kudos from activity participants or other Strava users.

5 Results

In this section, we present findings to address the research questions outlined previously. First, we discuss overall gender differences in posting behavior and exercising alone or with a group. We then continue, considering the temporal dynamics of when individuals choose to exercise alone and in groups, and how these dynamics are gender dependent. Next we evaluate how fitness behaviors differ, in terms of performance and social feedback, when individuals exercise alone compared to when they exercise with others physically co-present. Again, we consider the differential effect of these activity features by gender.

5.1 Gender Differences in Activity

Strava is a male-dominated platform, where the large majority of platform users are males, and this is reflected in our dataset. To begin our analysis, we count the number of activities of both types for each gender, and calculate the corresponding percentages. Table ?? shows a greater percentage of activities posted

\(^5\)Average watts measures the rate of energy conversion with respect to time. Since it is available on partial data, we use the measure of average speed that is available on activities of other types including running, hiking so as to avoid possible biased sampling merely from rides.

\(^6\)Solo activities and group activities account for 76.25% and 23.75% of premium users’ activities, respectively, roughly matching the proportions in the entire data sample. Therefore, we believe that the measure of suffer score is still representative and not likely to introduce large bias to the analysis.
Table 1: Counts and Percentages of Solo/Group Activities by Gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Activity counts</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Alone</td>
<td>91,248</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female with Others</td>
<td>27,576</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Alone</td>
<td>580,832</td>
<td>0.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male with Others</td>
<td>158,448</td>
<td>0.214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Proportion of different athlete counts by gender. Each rectangle visualizes the proportion of activities with a specified athlete count. The width and height of a rectangle indicate the proportion of men’s activities and the proportion of women’s activities respectively with that count. If the upper right vertex of a rectangle falls on the dashed line (y = x), this indicates the cumulative women’s proportion is equal to cumulative men’s proportion at that point.

by females are group activities than among males, indicating that there are proportionally more women who are involved in group activities.\footnote{A chi-squared test was performed to determine if significant difference exists in these counts. Unsurprisingly, given the dataset size, we find a highly significant ($p < 0.001$) relationship between gender and exercising alone versus with others.}

Figure ?? shows how each gender is observed to participate in activities that involve a specified number of participants. For example, in the Figure ??(a), the largest rectangle represents the proportion of activities posted that include only one user across gender. The width (0.7857) and height (0.7679) of the rectangle correspond to the proportion for men and women, respectively. Since, in this case, the width is greater than the height, we know that solo activities enjoy a larger proportion among men than among women. However, for activities having two participants, we find a much larger proportion among women, indicating exercising with a single peer is observed more frequently among women. As the number of activity participants increases, rectangles gradually deviate from the dashed line, indicating that female users tend to engage in more activities in smaller groups (mostly in a group of size two); as participants continue to increase, we find that the trajectory of the rectangle position goes back, closer to the dashed line, indicating that men (in proportion) are involved in larger group activities.

5.2 Temporal Dynamics of Activity

One of our primary research questions aims to identify seasonality patterns for solo and group exercise. Figure ?? shows the proportion of solo and group activities posted to Strava across the week. We observe that proportions of group activities are smaller on weekdays compared to that of solo activities. Moreover, about 50% group activities occur over weekends, greatly exceeding the proportion of solo activities. For solo activities, we see a relatively stable and consistent pattern throughout the week. Exercising on Mondays and Fridays appears to be less attractive to athletes, as fewer activities - both solo and group activities - are posted on these days.
We further examine the seasonality patterns of solo and group activities in terms of the hour of the day and the day of the week. Figure 2 visualizes solo/group activities occurring during a specific hour on a specific day of the week. Greater numbers of activities are represented by darker blue squares; lighter squares indicate smaller numbers of activities.

We observe that group activities, in general, are not frequent during regular work hours as we see clusters of dark blue squares positioned at the hours after work (nearly 5pm - 7pm) on weekdays or in the mornings (nearly 6am - 11am) on weekends. This pattern is consistent across gender, however males exercising with others tend to do so slightly early on weekends. We find that solo activities occur most often early in the morning or after work on weekdays, and in the mornings on weekends. Again, this pattern is consistent across gender with males exercising slightly earlier in the morning on weekdays and weekends.

Figure 3: Heat maps visualizing the distribution of activities across local start time and day of the week for solo and group activities by gender.
5.3 Co-Present Peers and Activity Performance

Our second research question considers the relationship between the number of activity participants (i.e., peer co-presence) and activity performance. We measure performance in terms of multiple dimensions, including, distance, elevation, duration, activity effort, and physical challenge level. These measures were discussed in detail in Section ???. For each measure, we take the average of its value across all activities given a specific athlete count. Then, we examine trends as the number of activity participants increases. We find a consistent pattern across all measures: performance increases sharply as the number of participants increases up to five, when performance shows diminishing returns – increasing but at a much smaller rate.

Figure ?? shows this result for average watts, as well as moving time, as a function of athlete count. Other performance metrics show similar results, and are available in the appendix. It should be noted that we have few activities with very large group size, so we expect greater noise (e.g., greater uncertainty about estimates and larger confidence intervals) as group size goes up. In order to present readable visualizations, we truncate athlete count at 20. Our preliminary analysis shows some gender differences in baseline activity effort, such as average watts for solo activities, so visualizations show results by gender. However, the observed relationships between performance and group size are consistent across both gender groups, as seen. Moving time is one of the few performance metrics that shows a negative relationship with group size, and only for groups larger than 5-10 athletes.

![Figure 4: Activity performance metrics as a function of increasing number of participants. Colored bands around mean line represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.](image)

(a) Average watts of activities posted by female users (red) and male users (blue) as a function of number of activity participants.

(b) Average moving time of activities as a function of number of activity participants.

5.4 Social Feedback for Activities

Finally, we analyze how the number of athletes involved in a particular activity is associated with subsequent feedback received by the posting athlete by examining three main interaction types. Each of these types of social interaction enables Strava users to provide peers with social feedback about their posted activities. Users can make comments and give kudos (or “likes”). In addition, the original author of the activity can post associated photos.

Figure ??(a) shows what percentage of activities that were ever commented on by other platform users for type of activity, across genders and then combined. We find that group activities are much more likely to be commented on; percentages of activities commented involving groups are twice as high as those of solo activities in across all cases. Additionally, we do not see significant gender differences here. We do not show results for kudoed activities because it has roughly the same pattern as commented activities.

Figure ??(b) shows the percentage of activities with accompanying photos posted in Strava or Instagram. We see that users are more likely to post photos to group activities. Moreover, we observe that female users tend to post more photos to both solo and group activities than male users.
Overall, group activities and solo activities differ in terms of the proportion of received social feedback. We find that group activities are much more likely to attract social feedback including comments and likes from peers. Moreover, group activities tend to motivate users’ behavior of content sharing by posting activity-related photos, which in turn is likely to gain more attention among users’ online social circle.

6 Discussion

This study compares activities posted by users in an online fitness community. In particular, we focus analysis on how the characteristics of these activities – when they occur, how intense they seem to be, and how much social feedback they receive – may be associated with the number of co-participants. To do so we make use of a unique dataset collected from the online community Strava, utilizing application features that allow users to specify who they are exercising with; data comprise not only the behavior of individual athletes (users), but also detailed records of who is physically co-present with these users. Our analysis demonstrates a number of significant findings.

First, we observe that female users tend to post activities that involve a single peer – exercise events where the number of total participants is two. Males, on the other hand, tend to post solo activities or activities that involve larger groups. These results hint at specific gender preferences in group exercise and have numerous implications for peer effects on motivation and health promotion. Importantly, for any network-based intervention or behavior change, the social networks (and as a consequence influential peers) for men and women look very different (? , ?, ?, ?, ?). Results suggest that females might have a single or small set of influential strong ties (i.e. exercise partners), while men may have a large, diverse set of peers who could be influential.

This study finds evidence for strong seasonal effects on group exercise. Group activities usually take place after work during the week or early in the day on weekends, whereas many solo activities also take place in the early mornings on weekdays. Building from the previous discussion, while strong diurnal patterns are unsurprising in human behavior (? , ?), results demonstrate that opportunities for peer influence on health behaviors are likely to be restricted or constrained in systematic ways. For example, designers of application features might suggest that exercise partners should take into account optimal times for group exercise and individuals preferences for when to work out. While outside the scope of this study, there are many interesting directions for future work that considers mechanisms to affect behavior change.

Group activities differ from solo activities, in terms of effort, exertion and performance, our analysis indicates. When exercising with others, even just a single peer, athletes see notable gains in workout intensity and energy expended – increases in average power output (measured in average watts for cycling events), moving time and distance. Interestingly, these gains continue to increase for every additional activity participant (though primary gains are seen for the first 5 additional co-present peers). Activities with
co-present peers might be informal (organized by the participants themselves) or formal (group rides perhaps organized by a local club or other organizational entity). Further work might tease apart these different conditions to offer insight into peer effects and impact of institutional structure on exercise (7, 8).

Co-presence and social interaction are distinct but related concepts. In the final component of the analysis presented here, we consider observations of social exchange among athletes. In particular, we consider social feedback behaviors - platform users commenting and liking each others' activities. Findings demonstrate that group activities are associated with higher levels of social feedback than solo activities. Moreover, group activities are significantly more likely to include multimedia (photos). In the latter case, data also reveals gender differences, where females are more likely to post group activities with photos than males. Increased engagement and social feedback may also be related to motivation and future activity, suggesting more promising directions for further work.

7 Limitations

While the study presented here offers novel insight into the characteristics of physical activities where peers are co-present, it is not without limitations. One notable concern is the ability of Strava application users to restrict their activities to be private, shared only with pre-screened peers. Private accounts, and likewise private activities, cannot be accessed from the Strava API, and therefore are excluded from the data used in this study. Athletes who choose to restrict access to their data may systematically differ from users who make their data public. Unfortunately, we are unable to assess the impact of this bias because of lack of data. Instead, one should be careful about generalizing these results beyond the population of study.

8 Conclusion

As social fitness mobile applications become widely used for personal activity tracking, social support and health promotion, opportunities for understanding the effects of social networks and peer influence on behavior change and health expand. Drawing on features of social media and activity tracking applications, many of these new platforms capture rich data about physical activities as well as peer-to-peer interactions. The behavioral trace data they archive have the potential to significantly alter understanding of health and well-being. In this study, we explore the characteristics and dynamics of social exercise, that is fitness activities with at least one peer physically co-present. Our research focuses on quantifying diurnal patterns, activity performance and social feedback as they vary by the number of people participating in an activity; we also compare associations by gender. Our results indicate that when peers are physically co-present exercise tends to be more intense and receive more feedback from other users. Findings also suggest gender differences in the observed tendency to engage in physical activity with others. The implications of these results for network-based health and wellness interventions are also discussed.
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9 Appendix: Peer Co-presence versus Activity Performance

This appendix contains results demonstrating how all measurements of activity performance change as the number of participants increases.
(a) Average distance of activities as a function of number of activity participants.

(b) Average total elevation of activities as a function of number of activity participants.

(c) Average moving time of activities as a function of number of activity participants.

(d) Average watts of activities as a function of number of activity participants.

(e) Average speed of activities as a function of number of activity participants.

(f) Average Strava suffer score of activities as a function of number of activity participants.

Figure 6: Activity performance metrics as a function of number of participants. Colored bands around mean line represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.